
FOOTY
Pocket Footy is a simple dice rolling game played over four quarters of five minutes each. The winner is the 
player with the highest score. Use a pen & paper to keep track of your team scores. 

The games focus on the player in possession using the dice to move the ball around ground into a position 
for his (FP)Forward Pocket or (FF)Full Forward to shoot on goal. 

Each dice represents a position on the ground.
 

Defense (D)      Midfield (M)      Wing (W)      Forward Pocket (FP)     Full Forward (FF)       Pass success %

There is a die for any contested ball, ball ups, winning the ruck and a die to tackle with.

 
Contested ball (C)                               Tackle (Run & Bounce)

Understanding the dice
On each dice there is an action and a letter or symbol. These represent the action the player in that 
position is taking, and where on the field the football is travelling to.

The letters D/M/W/FP/FF represent the five main positons in the game - Defense/Midfield/Wing/Forward 
Pocket/Full Forward.

Contesting the ball *(T) is for turnover
The game begins with one player rolling the black Contest die (C), which indicates the ball up for the 
ruckmen to try to gain possession. 
The die roller will either retain possession and (play on) : Don’t argue / Nice gather/ Steps & Spins
Or it will be a turnover (T) and your opponent wins the ball : Thru the pack, Big Hit, Hip & Shoulder. 
Other times during the game will result in a Contested ball which also requires you to roll the black die.

After possession is determined from the center bounce, that player will then roll the yellow Midfield die 
(M) to commence play.

Moving the ball - Just think about the where the footy is being moved to!
When you have possession, you simply roll the die corresponding to the position where the ball is. So if you 
have the ball in the midfield, then you roll the yellow Midfield die (M), and the outcome will tell you what 
action he has made. Mostly, it will be a handball or kick to another position on the field. e.g. the red 
Defense die (D), the orange Wing die (W), or the green Forward Pocket (FP). 

Aussie Rules 

 Player 1 rolls the Contest die for the center bounce

He Steps & Spins and holds possession.

Player 1 then rolls the Midefield die. Player 2 has a chance to Tackle.

  This die will be controlled by the player NOT in possession of the football 

Suitable for ages 13 and up     
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Handball / Kicking and marking
Handballing to any position is automatically successful, and you simply roll the next appropriate die.

Each time you kick to another position the purple % Pass success die must be used to determine whether 
or not your team has marked the ball and keeps possession (Good Mark, Nice Grab or Screamer).
There’s also the chance your opponent will take possession from that position as a result of a turnover 
(Defensive Mark or Spoil) or a contested ball (Into the pack).

Roughly half the time you'll mark the ball and retain possession, in which case you reroll the die matching 
that position to see what happens next.

Scoring
Your Forward Pocket (FP) and Full Forward (FF) are the two positions that can score points, and rolling the 
green or blue die may result in a goal worth 6 points (GOAL!) or behind worth 1 point (1 Behind).

Mugs away
When a behind is scored, play will start again with the red Defense die bringing the ball out.
When a goal is scored, play will start again with a Centre bounce using the black Contested ball die. The 
player that was scored against (loser of the last goal) will start again.

Tackling *remember (T) is for turnover
Anytime RUN & BOUNCE appears, this gives your opponent the chance to tackle the ball carrier. He will 
roll the white die and check the result. 
There are three chances he will win the ball in a turnover (Strong tackle (T), Wrapped him up (T) and 
Clever play (T).
Two chances you will get to play on (Don’t argue, Push in the back) in the same position.
One chance a 50m penalty will be deemed to have occurred. The 50m penalty simply allows you to move 
to the next positional die closer to the goals and start rolling again.

Just think of field position logically. 
If your Full Forward or Forward Pocket lose possession, the opposing team’s Defense will gain possession. 
If you lose possession on the Wing, your opponent takes possession on the Wing.
If your Defense loses possession, your opponent takes possession in the Forward Pocket.  

You’re encouraged to add commentary for tension and excitement to games, so make sure you have your 
best calling voice primed and ready!

            Find our other sports game online - www.pocketsports.com.au

Choking Hazard - Keep Away From Small Children
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He then rolls the FP die and kicks a goal!  Wing (W) kicks the to the Forward Pocket(FP) 

 Pass success % die is rolled and a good mark
is taken by the Forward Pocket (FP)


